
5298 .N . Harvard
Portland,':Oregon
97203 . ~•
July ~989

Franklin Merrell-Wolff• •,
c/o The Julian Press,•Inc .,-Publishers •

150 Fifth" Avenue ~. 4

New York, N .Y . 10011

Dear Mr . Merrell-Wolff, i .

I,have;been deeply moved .by your twofbooks, .
---=Pathways-Through to`--apace 'and Th6,~P' I ilosophy~`-~ ~-~-

' of Consciousness Without an Object . I have

spent most of this lifetime on the search for
truth and feel very priviliged to have been •

led to your books . I have two questions ; is

a meeting with you possible ; and, do'you

accept-students?
Thank you for your major contribution to

my life .
Sincerely, '

: Mrs.-L . A . Roland
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5298 N . Harvard
Portland, Ore
97203

Dear Mr . Stolick)

Thank you very much for answering my letter concerning

meeting Dr. Wolff, and for the map and directions .

My•husband and I are very much interested in attend-

ing one of the Sunday meetings and plan to come to the one

on November 23rd . I am glad that you explained your sit-

uation for us ., We will come this time . only for the Sunday

meeting and the hope of meeting Dr . Wolff briefly and are

grateful this is being made possible for us . We will drive

from Portland,- Oregon so if there is anything from this

area that we could bring for you, we would be happy to do

_ _----so : We will-start-back again Sunday evening and-handle our

meals and lodging .in town .

Because we have been so deeply moved by Dr .- Wolff's

books, we would like to know if any other materials (tapes, .

written works, etc) are available to buy . Also we will

happily pay any•fees for the tape plays .

If the above date is acceptable, it is not necessary

to answer this letter as we understand a large volume of

correspondence could be burdensome .

Thank you again' for' writing : ' We are looking forward

to meeting both of ;you,.very zvery' muich". "•
Sincerely,

Kay Roland



5298 N . Harvard
Portland, Oregon
97203
December 2, 1980

Dear Dr . ~: Wolff ,

My husband and I wish to 'thank you for the opportunity
to meet you and hear your Sunday tape . We felt very privileged
to .share your home and table ; thank you .

After we left the house we hiked up to the ashrama . It
was an invigorating climb and I went through the building and
out the north, side and sat on a rock looking into the valley .
Within a very few minutes, a strong gusty wind snapped my
attention by literally picking up my hair ; it was as though it
originated on the spot where I sat . After that the wind in-
creased and we had a very strong gale going by the time we re-
turned to the car .

. We are listening to the tapes we' bought from you and
finding them of great interest and assistance . In listening
to the second tape on the Fundamentals, I realized how very
similar your route and discriptions are to L . Ron Hubbard's .
I am sending you a copy of 8-8008 in which he ma s a course of
reducing one's objective universe from'inf inity (8 being close
to the infinity symbol) . to zero and expanding one's subjective
universe from zero to infinity . Please understand that I know
your'work••stands!.as a completed whole and my sending similar
literature is simply because I feel you will enjoy very much
the work of another great mind . -Please read "The Factors" in
the beginning of the book and see if you do not agree that they
were the expression of a mind that has had a similar realization
to your own . I am going to send Mr . Hubbard your aphorisms . I
do not know if he-is familiar with . your `work or not, but I will
write to him about it . We are also sending you'a copy of his
axioms and logics .

Our very best wishes to you and our deep gratitude for
your contributions to mapping,the route .

S.incere3$r ;Y i
4

Leonard' and Kay Rola d


